EDITORIAL
Dear Members, Fellow Professionals and Friends

Seasons greetings to one and all!
February is the Budget Month and it is seen from all indications that the Government is
determined to take the Economy in ‘Fast Forward’ mode.We have had a number of Economic
Jolts in the few years that passed by which has proven the withstanding capacity of the
Economy and the People, which is a Good Sign of our Economic Stability. Overall activities
of the Government and the Businesses in promoting Good Relationships, Good Practices,
Good Products and Services and aiming at Excellence in everything, have helped to improve
the Image of our Country in all spheres. The Great Democratic Country we are and the
vibrant and growing Economy we possess are the very positive signs seen by all the Countries
of the World and it will help us to achieve the higher position we deserve among the
Economies of the World.
World Wetlands Day is observed on the 2nd of February. Agriculture will continue to be
the back bone of our Country as we have a large and growing population to feed and we
have to continue to ensure the Self Sufficiency we achieved by around the year 1980. We
have grown further after that over the years in spite of vagaries of monsoon, in all the
areas of Agricultural production of Food Grains, Commercial Crops and Fruits and
Vegetables. Though we have the situation of small exportable surplus of food grains at
present, the potential is very huge if we can tap all the rain and flood waters and ensure
“Equitable Distribution” of all the waters. The Governments at the centre and the States
must plan together for achieving equitable distribution through formation of National
Water Grid or through Interlinking of rivers soon.
National Science Day is celebrated on the 28th of February and it is History that India
possessed sound knowledge of Science in the areas of Mathematics, Astronomy, Ship Building,
and Navigation and so on. We have at present, certainly caught up with the latest in various
areas of Science, Engineering and Technology including Space and Nuclear and Electronics
and Computers and so on. We have had a remarkable progress in the last 50/60 years and
the Brand India has become popular the World over. We have built up Cost, Technology,
Manpower and Skill advantages for speeding up the Economic growth. “Clean India” we
are working on can certainly help in a big way in our progress.
We thank all those members who have helped us by participating in the advertisement
appearing for the issue January 2018 – Consul Neowatt Power Solutions Pvt. Ltd.,
Pentagon Switchgear Pvt Ltd., Universal Earthing Systems Pvt. Ltd., Ashlok Safe
Earthing Electrode Ltd., Wilson Power and Distribution Technologies Pvt. Ltd., Dehn
India Pvt. Ltd., Supreme Power Equipment Pvt. Ltd., Alfa Switchgear (I) Pvt. Ltd.,
Power Cable Corporation,The Smart Expos, Galaxy Earthing Electrodes (P) Ltd.
EDITOR
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KNOW THY POWER NETWORK - 125
Let us proceed further.
I. Fear Psychosis
Fear psychosis is yet another important factor. If a worker has continuous nightmares about past accidents at
his work site and if he harbours fear, just a trace or in significant measure, it percolates through his thinking and
impacts his bearing. The existence of such fear-psychosis invariably makes him susceptible / vulnerable to the
commission of costly errors. This fear-psychosis factor had a significant role in many industrial accidents. The
individuals, who suffered from such fear-psychosis, had constituted the main cause for such accidents. You may
wonder many normal individuals frequently get involved in minor / major accidents at their work sites. This
fear-psychosis is responsible for such events.
You may ask what do you mean by “fear-psychosis”? It is nothing but a mental black that finally ends in
“fear – related activities”. It is mainly due to physical problems such as defective vision, inadequate/impaired
hearing, high/blood pressure and organic diseases, and other attributes like wrong attitudes/over confidence,
failure to recognize/comprehend potential hazards, faulty judgement, improper attention, mal adjustment,
impulsiveness, irresponsibility, nervousness and fear, slow reactions, affected by certain kinds of phobias, natural
timidness, worry and depression. The post traumatic disorders mental affiliations and the impact of
disproportionately severe punishments for minor lapses also fall under this fear-psychosis category.
II. Ageing
Physical ageing is another important factor that needs consideration in this regard. A marked tendency is discernible
on the part of workers in their earlier years (young age) to take risks with a dare devil approach to their works.
This aspect is mainly attributed to their mental attitudes and inadequate experience (immaturity) to
appreciate/recognize the potential hazards of their jobs. The flow of adrolin (rush of blood flow) and their in
experience are prolific sources of undesirable accidents/events. This factor is well supported by the “accident
statistics”. Disregard to safety precautions is notably high amongst the field workers whose service in the
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department in the range of “0-5 years”. The accidents rates are comparatively less with the workers with the
experience of 5-10 years, 10-15 years and above 15 years of service. Thus the “maturity” shaped by ageing
and experience of the workers play an important role in industrial accidents. In this context, we have to note
one important factor. As age and experience of the workers go up, their efficiency comes down i.e. there
is a marked decline in the performance of the workers when they cross the middle age band. All these
make the “ageing process” to be reckoned with. The fall in mental alertness/sharpness and physical
capacity brought by the ageing process neutralizes the benefits attained due to maturity and experience
brought by it. This reversal of performance is always a factor to be counted upon in industrial accidents.
That is young age/old age (Immaturity Vs Maturity) is always a problem. This issue has many dimensions/
angles and it is generally found difficult to be resolved. So from our accident view point the workers
ageing is one of the factors that require attention, that’s all.
III. Working Environment
The contributions made by the working environment to accident needs no special focus since it is well known
to all. The environment prevailing at the work place is one of the crucial factors for all industrial accidents.
Poorly lit areas, inadequate moving/work space, poor air circulation, poor/defective wiring, inadequate/defective
equipment and oil leaks (leaky surfaces) are some of the characteristic features of accident-prone areas brought
by inadequate working atmosphere. The working environment should not cause fatigue or uneasiness; it should
be well-lit and well-ventilated. As workers are exposed to this kind of environment during their working hours,
it should be made conducive for their effective and efficient functioning and not to their fatigue or uneasiness,
otherwise it will bring down their efficiency and lead to accidents.
IV. Ergonomics Factors
Many a time sufficient attention is not paid to simple ergonomics aspects. This failure to consider ergonomics
issues may induce adverse bio-mechanical factors. An indicating instrument which is located beyond the
vision/sight of the operator, an inaccessible control level, a seat that cause obstructions to vision, difficulty in
identifying switches/knobs due to their poor arrangement and design may become the potential contributing
sources for accidents. So ergonomics aspect of the working site should be given the attention it deserved.
Now we are clear about the factors that generally lead to accidents. Our next step is how to reduce/nullify the
effects of the factors, thus far studied.
Suggested Remedial Measures
Before adopting any remedial measure, a clinical approach is needed for the detailed analysis of all electrical
accidents especially the one involving departmental persons. Simply applying departmental rules and regulations
will not solve the problems. A detailed analysis of the physical, mental and socio economical conditions of the
individuals and the prevailing working environment is essentially required. This step alone helps to bring justice
to the affected persons and also help to avoid the recurrence of such events. What is stressed here is the
identification of the source of frustration requires more attention than the symptoms. Simply put
psycho-technology should form the basic step while investigating the accidents. Further attention should be
paid to the vital aspects of psychology and sociology in unveiling the mystery of human failure and to eliminate
the factors responsible for it. Normally it is considered that punishment is a deterrent step to ward of the
involvement of departmental workers in accidents. Actually this step brings a negative effect. It makes the
workers to commit more mistakes because of the fear psychosis factor involved. Continued occurrence of
departmental accidents despite stringent departmental rules is a proof for this.
Let me stop here. We will discuss more on accident mitigating measures in the next issue.
(To be continued…)
V. Sankaranarayanan, B.E., FIE,
Former Addl. Chief Engineer/TNEB
E-mail: vsn_4617@rediffmail.com
Mobile: 98402 07703
Science knows no country, because knowledge belongs to humanity,
and is the torch which illuminates the World. - LOUIS PASTEUR
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GROUND POTENTIAL – FACTS
First of all, ground potential rise is very important and very dangerous event. The grounding engineer will be
required to develop safety systems to protect any personnel working where ground potential rise hazards are
known to exist. Federal law mandates that all known hazards must be eliminated from the work place for the
safety of workers.
There are many different worldwide laws that specifically states that step and touch potentials must be eliminated
on transmission and distribution lines that include any related communication equipment. Substations are always
considered workplaces and step and touch potentials must be eliminated.
Transmission and distribution towers or poles are not always considered work places and therefore
are often exempt from these requirements. Take, for example, a lonely tower on a mountain side or
in the middle of the desert — these towers are not typically considered workplaces.
However, any high voltage tower or pole becomes a workplace as soon as equipment is installed that is not
related to the electric utility company and requires outside vendors to support the new equipment.
Hazardous Voltages
Fibrillation current is the amount of electricity needed to cause cardiac arrest, from which recovery will not
spontaneously occur, in a person and is a value based on statistics.
IEEE Std. 80-2000 provides a method to determine the pertinent value of fibrillation current for a safety study,
along with a good explanation of how it is derived. Many different methods exist for calculating fibrillation
current; however the 50kg-IEEE method is the most commonly used in North America.
The formula used shows that the fibrillation current level is inversely proportional to the square
root of the fault duration. However, it must be increased by a correction factor, based on the
subtransient X/R ratio, which can be quite large for shorter fault durations. If personnel working at
a site during fault conditions experience voltages that will cause a current less than the fibrillation
current to flow in their bodies, then they are considered safe.If a worker will experience a greater
voltage than is acceptable, additional safety precautions must be taken.
The subtransient X/R ratio at the site of the fault is important in calculating the acceptable fibrillation current
and to determine the maximum allowable step and touch voltages that can occur at any given site.
Fault duration is a very necessary piece of data for properly calculating step and touch potentials. The fault
duration is the amount of time required for the power company to shut off the current in the event of a fault.
Ultimately the engineer must determine two things:
1. The site-specific maximum allowable voltage that a person can safely withstand
2. The actual voltages that will be experienced at the site during a fault
Each site will have different levels of voltages for both of the above. Unfortunately, we cannot simply say that
a human being can withstand X-level of voltages and use that value all the time, since this voltage is determined
by the surface layer resistivity, the fault duration and the subtransient X/R ratio.
Additionally as each site has different fault durations and different soil conditions, it is critical that calculations
be made for each and every possible fault location.
Step Potential
When a fault occurs at a tower or substation, remember that the
current will enter the earth. Based on the distribution of varying
resistivity in the soil (typically, a horizontally layered soil is
assumed) a corresponding voltage distribution will occur. The
voltage drop in the soil surrounding the grounding system can
present hazards for personnel standing in the vicinity of the
grounding system.
Personnel “stepping” in the direction of the voltage
gradient could be subjected to hazardous voltages. In the
case of step potentials, electricity will flow if a difference
in potential exists between the two legs of a person
Figure 1
(Figure 1).
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Calculations must be performed that determine how great the tolerable step potentials are and then compare
those results to the step voltages expected to occur at the site.Hazardous step potentials can occur a significant
distance away from any given site. The more current that is pumped into the ground, the greater the hazard.
Soil resistivity and layering plays a major role in how hazardous a fault occurring on a specific site may be.
High soil resistivities tend to increase step potentials. A high resistivity top layer and low resistivity
bottom layer tends to result in the highest step voltages close to the ground electrode.
The low resistivity bottom layer draws more current out of the electrode through the high resistivity
layer, resulting in large voltage drops near the electrode. Further from the ground electrode, the
worst case scenario occurs when the soil has conductive top layers and resistive bottom layers. In
this case, the fault current remains in the conductive top layer for much greater distances away from
the electrode.
Fault clearing time is an important factor to consider as well. The more time it takes the electric utility company
to clear the fault, the more likely it is for a given level of current to cause the human heart to fibrillate.
An important note to remember is that most power companies use automated reclosers. In the event of a fault,
the power is shut off and then automatically turned back on. This is done in case the faults occurred due to an
unfortunate bird that made a poor choice in where to rest, or dust that may have been burned off during the
original fault. A few engineers believe that fibrillation current for step potentials must be far greater than touch
potentials, as current will not pass through any vital organs in the former case.
Touch Potentials
When a fault occurs at a tower or substation the
current will pass through any metallic object and
enter the earth. Those personnel “touching” an
object in the vicinity of the ground potential rise
will be subjected to these voltages which may be
hazardous.
For example if a person happens to be touching a
high voltage tower leg when a fault occurs, the
current would travel down the tower leg into the
persons hand and through vital organs of the body
(Figure 2)
Engineering standards use a 1-m (3.28 ft) reach
distance for calculating touch potentials. A 2-m
(6.54 ft) reach distance is used when two or more
objects are inside the ground potential rise event
Figure 2
area.
For example, a person could be outstretching both arms and touching two objects at once such as a
tower leg and a metal cabinet. Occasionally, engineers will use a 3-m distance to be particularly
cautious, as they assume someone may be using a power tool with a power cord 3 m in length.
The selection of where to place the reference points used in the touch potential calculations are critical in
getting an accurate understanding of the level of hazard at a given site.
The actual calculation of touch potentials uses a specified object (such as a tower leg) as the first reference
point. This means that the further away from the tower the other reference point is located, the greater the
difference in potential.
If you can imagine a person with incredibly long arms touching the tower leg and yet standing many
dozens of feet away, you would have a huge difference in potential between the feet and the tower.
Obviously, this example is not possible – this is why setting where and how far away the reference points used
in the touch calculation is so important and why the 1-m rule has been established.
Courtesy: EEP
Many of the advances in the sciences that we consider today to have been made in Europe
were in fact made in India centuries ago. - GRANT DUFF, British Historian
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FLOATING SOLAR RIG PRODUCES HYDROGEN FUEL
A floating “solar fuels rig” could one day use solar energy to split apart
seawater and generate hydrogen fuel. A team of scientists
recently described the design for the new rig in the International
Journal of Hydrogen Energy. A scaled-up version of their prototype
could someday float out on the open sea, they say, producing renewable
fuel from sunlight and seawater.
Scientists have long sought ways to harness sunlight to produce storable
fuels that could be put to work when the sun doesn’t shine. One strategy
aims to use solar-generated electricity to drive the electrolysis of water—
the splitting of water (H2O) into hydrogen (H2) and oxygen (O 2).
Hydrogen is a clean fuel, the burning of which generates only water as
its byproduct.
When commercial electrolyzers split water, they rely on membranes to
separate the resulting hydrogen and oxygen gases, since mixtures of these
gases are potentially explosive. But these membranes are expensive,
and prone to degradation and failure.
Moreover, solar-powered hydrogen fuel production would ideally make
use of cheap, abundant seawater. But commercial electrolyzers require
very pure water, because seawater contains impurities and microbes
that can easily destroy their membranes.
Previously, scientists had tried to develop electrolyzers that did not require membranes. However, these
electrolyzers used flowing electrolyte fluids to separate hydrogen and oxygen, which required
pumps and added a layer of mechanical complexity to these devices.
Davis above photos shows a prototype of a new solar-powered electrolyzer floating in a reservoir of liquid.
Solar cells on top of the device convert sunlight into electricity that powers an electrolyzer submerged below.
Now researchers have developed what they suggest “is the first demonstration of a practical, floating
photovoltaic-driven electrolysis device that is membrane-free and pump-free,” says Daniel Esposito, a
chemical engineer at Columbia University in New York who helped build the rig.
Esposito and his colleagues envision platforms of their solar-powered electrolyzers floating on the sea to make
use of abundant sunlight and water to generate hydrogen fuel. These “solar fuel rigs” are reminiscent in some
respects to deep sea rigs used to harvest fossil fuels today, they say. “About 71 percent of the Earth’s
surface is covered by water—why not use some of that space to harvest energy?” Esposito says.
The new electrolyzer uses electrodes made of sheets of titanium mesh that are suspended in water. A platinum
catalyst coats just one side of each sheet. “These mesh electrodes are similar in nature to the metal window
screens that allow desirable exchange of air between indoors and the outdoors while keeping bugs out,”
Esposito says.
When a mesh electrode is negatively charged, hydrogen bubbles develop on the side coated with the catalyst.
When a mesh electrode is positively charged, oxygen bubbles develop on the catalyst-coated side instead. The
mesh electrodes are each placed at diagonal angles in the water. When the bubbles of gas on them grow large
enough, the bubbles’ buoyancy makes them detach from the mesh and float upward unimpeded. Depending on
the arrangement of these electrodes, hydrogen bubbles can float into one set of chambers while oxygen bubbles
can float into a separate array that vents the oxygen out into the atmosphere. The simplicity of the device
suggests that relatively few parts are required, which lowers the materials and assembly costs, Esposito
says.
In experiments, the floating electrolyzer the researchers developed could produce hydrogen gas with a purity
as high as 99 percent. “By using these electrodes, we can achieve efficient electrolysis with high
product purity without a membrane and without a pump,” Esposito says.
Future work can refine this design for more efficient operation in real seawater. For example, the researchers
suggest developing catalysts that do not generate toxic chlorine gas from chloride ions dissolved in seawater.
The researchers also plan to develop modular versions of their device that are suitable for implementation in
large-scale rigs.
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CHINESE ‘UNMANNED FACTORY’ REPLACES
600 HUMANS WITH 60 ROBOTS
Changying Precision Technology Company in Dongguan, a sprawling industrial city north of Shenzhen, has
replaced some 600 human assembly line workers with 60 robots, resulting in a fivefold reduction in manufacturing
errors and an increase in production of over 250 percent.

This is the ”first unmanned factory in Dongguan,” the article says, and the initial step of a comprehensive
industrial automation plan for the region called the “Robot Replace Human” program.
Other robots in this factory, which manufactures “cell phone modules,” according to the article, include “unmanned
transport trucks” and some unspecified automated warehouse equipment. The introduction of the robots
reportedly improved production capacity from 8,000 modules per person per month to 21,000, and the defect
rate has dropped from over 25 percent (!) to under 5 percent.
Apparently, there are still some human workers in the factory, but most don’t perform any actual assembly
line task: the ”technical staff just sits at the computer and monitors through a central control system.”
The city of Dongguan plans to finish 1,000 to 1,500 “Robot Replace Human” programs by 2016, which (if
done on a similar scale to the example above) would vastly increase production and improve quality while
putting nearly a million people out of work.
If we look to slightly less state-run sources for some information on manufacturing robotics in China, it’s
certainly clear that China has been relying on relatively unskilled human labour, and that the country is starting
to aggressively transition into factory automation: by 2017, more industrial robots will be operating in
China’s production plants than in the European Union or North America: over 400,000 individual units.
To put that in context, China currently has just three robots per 1,000 humans in manufacturing settings. In
Germany, it’s five times that many, and in Japan, more than 10 times.
We’re kind of not sure that we buy the whole story from People’s Daily, although it’s not so absurd that we’d
say it’s completely false. And at some point, it’s definitely going to be true: there simply aren’t enough
humans who want to be doing this kind of work, in China or anywhere else. Turnover is huge, and the
workforce is highly unstable, and to keep up with the insatiable demand that the world has for cheap electronics,
we’re going to have to depend on more and more robots to make up the difference.
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INDIAN WIND ENERGY
A BRIEF OUTLOOK 2016 - 1
We are very pleased to release this summary report ‘Indian Wind Energy – A Brief Outlook’ produced
jointly by GWEC and IWTMA in time for the Wind energy 2017 conference and exhibition in New Delhi. This
report is an attempt to summarise the current state of the Indian Wind market for members of the industry,
policy makers and participants alike to understand the market opportunities. In addition, it gives us insights into
the challenges going forward and offers suggestions for overcoming remaining hurdles for wind power
development. We invite you to attend the conference sessions and various networking events during Wind
energy to get your own opportunity to know more about this exciting industry.
The Indian wind industry is nearly thirty years old, and now holds the 4th position in the world with installations
of over 31 GW (28.7 GW at the end of calendar year 2016), with almost 90% of the investment coming from
the private sector.
The Indian manufacturing sector has developed state-of-the-art technology, a strong supply chain with 75
percent localization, championing the government’s Make in India campaign. Manufacturing capacity is about
10 GW which can be ramped up to 15 GW.
The Indian government has been committed to exploring the country’s vast renewable energy resources for
several decades, and the time is here to work towards delivering on the political will through concrete action,
both by policy makers and industry actors, to reap the domestic benefits from wind power development, and
to build on India’s growing leadership internationally in resolving both the energy and climate challenges.
In this, the work done by the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy under the guidance of the Hon’ble
Minister Shri Piyush Goyal is praiseworthy. We look forward to working closely with all stakeholders to
strengthen the role that the Indian wind industry can play in driving wind power development not just domestically
but also globally.
This Indian Wind Energy – A Brief Outlook is the industry’s contribution to these discussions, and the wind
energy sector looks forward to continuing the dialogue with decision makers in order to allow India to reap the
full benefit of this indigenous and clean energy source.

Steve Sawyer
Secretary General GWEC

Sarvesh Kumar
Chairman IWTMA

INDIAN WIND ENERGY – A BRIEF OUTLOOK
India is growing at a rapid pace. Energy is key to achieving India’s development goals, to support a rapidly
developing economy, to bring electricity to those who remain without it, and to develop the infrastructure to
meet the needs of what is soon expected to be the world’s most populous country.
India is surely and steadily moving towards complying with its climate change commitments under the Paris
Agreement (COP21). India’s pledge at the climate summit stated the country’s intention to follow “a cleaner
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path than the one followed hitherto by others at a corresponding level of economic development”. To
this end, India has established goals to expand its use of renewable energy and more efficient technologies.
India’s well-developed wind power industry
has the capability and experience to help meet
the country’s climate and energy security goals.
Today India is the 4th largest wind market
globally, with total installations having crossed
the 31GW mark at the end of March 2017.
The industry is firmly on track to meet the shortterm national target of 60GW by 2022.
India has made great strides in improving access
to modern energy in recent years. Since 2000,
India has more than halved the number of
people without access to electricity and doubled
rural electrification rates. Nonetheless,
around 240 million people, or 20% of the population, remain without access to electricity. Wind
power can play an important role in the coming decade to bring a clean and indigenous source of
power to the people.
To date, the growth of the Indian wind sector has largely been led by private sector investment. The policy and
fiscal support from the government has helped the industry to take the necessary business risks to advance the
sector and galvanize investment in more and more states. In 2015, when the 60GW target was announced, the
wind industry took on the challenge to meet this goal in a timely fashion. In 2016, the industry installed over 3.6
GW of new capacity, breaking all previous records in terms of annual installations. Following the Indian fiscal
year 2016-17 reporting timeline, annual installations crossed 5.4 GW at the end of March 2017, bringing total
installed capacity to over 31 GW.
Further, the government’s vision of promoting a diversified
manufacturing sector in India through the ‘Make In India’
initiative has had the wholehearted support of the wind
power industry. The move to put manufacturing at the heart
of India’s growth model means a large rise in the energy
needed to fuel India’s development. The wind industry can
not only provide much needed high-skilled jobs but also
bring abundant clean and cheap power generation into the
energy mix of the future. The next five years would require
wind power installations of well over 5GW annually to meet
the 2022 target. To meet this goal the policy and regulatory
framework needs clarity and long-term stability. The
direction that India’s national and state renewable energy
policies take, and the rigour and effectiveness with which
they are implemented, will naturally play a critical role in
India’s energy outlook. Clarity of vision for the energy sector
must be achieved in India, so as to prevent structural
bottlenecks from preventing the industry’s growth given the
dual nature of the country’s institutional arrangements with
respect to the power sector.
WIND ENERGY IN INDIA
India had a record year and was the fourth largest market globally both in terms of cumulative capacity and
annual additions last year. 3,612 MW of new wind power was added to reach a total of 28,700 MW at the end
of December 2016. This total has risen to 31,177 MW at the end of March 2017.
The total renewable energy capacity installed in the country crossed the 50 GW mark at the end of 2016.
Among renewables, wind power accounted for over 57 percent of the installed capacity.
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India’s wind power installations accounted for a 6.6 percent share of the global market in 2016. Wind power
capacity accounted for over 9.1 percent of total domestic installed capacity.
In February 2015, India committed to installing 60 GW of wind and 100 GW of solar by 2022. Further, India
made a commitment at COP21 to raise the share of non-fossil-fuel power capacity in the country’s power mix
to 40% by 2030.
WIND POWER RESOURCES IN INDIA
The
National
Institute for Wind
Energy’s (NIWE)
latest estimate for
India’s wind power
potential is 302 GW
at 100 meters. The
major wind power
states are Tamil
Nadu, Gujarat,
K a r n a t a k a ,
Maharashtra and
Rajasthan. To exploit
the vast 7,600 km
coastline for offshore
wind energy in the
Indian Exclusive
Economic Zone, the
National Offshore
Wind Energy policy
has been released.
India’s Integrated
Energy
Policy
projects 800 GW
installed capacity in
2031-32. Around 40 per cent of this, or 320 GW, will come from renewable energy as per currently announced
plans of the government. Considering the renewable energy potential in India, a rapid push is needed to meet
this goal.
Wind power technology is evolving fast and the industry is involved in bringing new products to market that
meet the needs of the local conditions across the country. However, in India R&D needs further support from
the public sector and funds need to be made available to dedicated government agencies and universities for
creating the necessary ecosystem for industry-specific projects. A public-private model for this purpose would
be welcomed by the industry if a research agenda is jointly developed to meet the current challenges being
faced by the national industry. This will further enhance the capacities of our technical institutions and create a
robust research community.
The NIWE is a good example of this practice. It’s mandate and capacity can be further strengthened to
promote excellence in wind power development activities. NIWE published the latest Wind Atlas in 2015. The
Table on next page shows the potential across sixteen states.
Gujarat leads the Wind Resource Assessment with an estimated potential of 84.4 GW, followed by Karnataka
(55.85GW), Maharashtra (45.39 GW), AP (44.22 GW), Tamil Nadu (33.79 GW) Rajasthan (18.77 GW)
and Madhya Pradesh (10.48 GW).
WIND MARKET IN 2016
2016 was a record breaking year for wind power in India. During 2016 wind power development grew at an
unprecedented pace and the majority of wind farms have come up in the States of Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat,
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Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan. These projects were built by large IPPs such as Renew Power,
Hero Future, Continuum, Mytrah, Oriental Green Power, CLP and others.
Wind power producers opted for the tax-based Accelerated Depreciation (AD) incentive (originally 80 percent
depreciation in the first year of installation) or the Generation Based Incentive (GBI) of INR 0.5/kWh for at
least four years and up to ten years with a cap of INR 10 million. The AD will be available at a reduced rate of
40 percent from April 2017 and the GBI could be discontinued. The new regime of GST may pose a challenge
in the escalation of capital costs if it is not ‘zero’ rated.
Cumulative installed capacity by state (End of 2016)
State

Total installed capacity (MW)

Andhra Pradesh

2,092.5

Gujarat

4,441.5

Karnataka

3,154.2

Kerala

43.5

Madhya Pradesh

2288.6

Maharashtra

4,666.1

Rajasthan

4,216.6

Tamil Nadu

7,694.3

Telangana

98.7

Other

4.3

Total

28,700.4

Wind power potential in India at 100m AGL (MW)
STATE

Rank I: Waste land

Rank II: Cultivable land

Rank III: Forest land

Total

Andaman & Nicobar

4

3

1

8

22,525

20,538

1,165

44,229

Chhattisgarh

3

57

16

77

Goa

0

0

1

1

Gujarat

52,288

32,038

106

84,431

Karnataka

15,202

39,803

852

55,857

333

1,103

264

1,700

3

3

1

8

Madhya Pradesh

2,216

8,259

9

10,484

Maharashtra

31,155

13,747

492

45,394

Odisha

1,666

1,267

160

3,093

69

79

4

153

Rajasthan

15,415

3,343

13

18,770

Tamil Nadu

11,251

22,153

395

33,800

Telangana

887

3,348

9

4,244

West Bengal

0.03

2.04

0

2

Total (in MW)

153,020

145,743

3,489

302,251

Total (in GW)

153

146

3

302

Andhra Pradesh

Kerala
Lakshadweep

Puducherry

NIWE Indian Wind Atlas 2015: Re-assessment of wind potential at 100m AGL. Assessment carried out at spatial
resolution of 500m. The resolution in the previous Atlas published in 2010 was 5km.
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INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS
The top-five OEMs in terms of cumulative installed capacity in India are Suzlon (35.4%), WindWorld (18%),
Gamesa (10.1%), Vestas (7.6%), Regen (7.3%) and Inox (5.68%). LM Wind Power set up its second blade
factory in Vadodara, Gujarat. Senvion, an established European player, started up its operations in India and
acquired the Kenersys manufacturing facility. Gamesa set up new factory at Nellore in Andhra Pradesh; Acciona
entered the market last year, and Envision and Sany Global are expected to enter the market soon. Vestas
opened their blade manufacturing unit in Gujarat. The current manufacturing capacity in the country is around
10 GW.
Support framework for wind energy
28 states and union territories have defined a Renewable Purchase Obligation (RPO) for renewables. However,
the renewable energy certificate (REC) framework linked to the RPO, which was introduced for inter-state
purchase and sale of renewable based power, has not been a great success. This is largely due to the
non-compliance and weak enforcement of the RPO by the states and market regulators.
Wind power producers can either opt for prepotential tariffs decided by the state regulator or tradeable certificates
to add to the average power purchase price from the utility.
TARIFF DETERMINATION AND LATEST POLICY DEVELOPMENTS
The State Electricity Regulatory Commissions determine the tariff for wind projects. However, the Central
Electricity Regulatory Commission comes up every year with a tariff guideline for the entire country based on
wind power density in five zones.
To address grid integration challenges, the government has initiated the Green Corridor programme. The objective
is to improve linkage between India’s regional grids with its national grid. This will facilitate interstate transmission.
The government’s Green Energy Corridor initiative to facilitate the transfer of power from the high renewable
energy installation states to other parts of the country, consists of 765 kV and 400 kV high voltage transmission
lines and an associated 765/400kV substation and associated equipment; and four HVDC terminals (two at
800 kV and two at 320 kV) as part of the increased inter-regional connectivity between India’s western and
southern regional power grids.
2016 saw a number of new policies for promoting wind power including the draft wind-solar hybrid policy,
Guidelines for Development of Onshore Wind Projects, Guidelines for Prototype Wind turbines, and the
Proposal for Evaluation of Small Wind Energy and Hybrid Projects.
Further, in November 2016, the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) issued Guidelines
for a transparent bidding process for 1000 MW of wind, to be connected to the interstate transmission
system. The results were announced in March 2017, with winning bids coming in at INR 3.46
(USD 0.052/EUR 0.049)/kWh.
The tariff for FY 2016-17
Levelised total tariff
(FY 2016-17) INR / kWh

Benefit of accelerated
depreciation (if availed)
INR / kWh

Net levelised tariff
(adjusted for AD benefit, if
availed) INR / kWh

Wind Zone -1 (CUF 20%)

6.61

0.70

5.90

Wind Zone -2 (CUF 22%)

6.01

0.64

5.37

Wind Zone -3 (CUF 25%)

5.29

0.56

4.72

Wind Zone -4 (CUF 30%)

4.40

0.47

3.94

Wind Zone -5 (CUF 32%)

4.13

0.44

3.69

Wind Energy

CUF: Capacity Utilization Factor

OFFSHORE WIND
The MNRE announced India’s Offshore Wind Policy in October 2015. India’s NIWE was designated as the
nodal agency for implementing the policy and creating the necessary ecosystem for the sector.
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The first comprehensive assessment of offshore wind potential in two key coastal states is being undertaken by
the FOWIND (Facilitating Offshore Wind in India) project. This is a four-year European Union co-financed
project, implemented by a GWEC-led consortium. Gujarat Power Corporation Limited is also providing
co-finance for FOWIND, as is industry partner ReNew Power. NIWE is the knowledge partner to FOWIND.
FOWIND is undertaking the first offshore wind resource measurement in the Gulf of Khambhat, off the coast
of Gujarat. India’s first offshore wind research platform is being installed under this project. FOWIND, the
Indian Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, and the NIWE have developed the platform jointly. Further to
this, NIWE is in the process of finalising the first geo-physical surveys along the Gujarat coast. Another offshore
platform is in the works for the coast along Tamil Nadu.
The Offshore Wind Policy outlines an international competitive bidding mechanism
for the sector. The first tender is likely to be announced in 2019.
BARRIERS TO WIND ENERGY DEVELOPMENT
While there is strong support from the central government for increased uptake of
renewable energy, there remain a number of barriers to wind power reaching its
full potential and the fulfillment of the ambitious targets for 2022 and beyond. A
part of this is due to the fact that in local parlance the power sector is a ‘concurrent’
subject, meaning that both central and state governments exercise control. The
reality is that it is often the states and local utilities which play the larger role.
Most of the state level power sector utilities in India are not in good financial
health and are unable to comply with the National RPO announced in 2016. Delayed
payments of up to six months or more by certain state utilities (DISCOMs) are
also an on-going concern. The government has floated the idea of a Performance
Based Initiative (PBI) which would be of particular use to financially distressed
DISCOMs, where the DISCOM would receive payments from central government
for the timely payment of tariffs and other performance related issues.
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Further, recent interconnections between key southern states in India have at least created the wires which
would facilitate the transfer of power from windy states to other parts of the country. More are needed, but in
addition to wires there needs to be both a mechanism and an incentive to trade renewable power, to assist with
overall system reliability as well as load balancing. A truly effective interstate market, properly incentivized,
would be major boost to the renewables sector and the Indian power system as a whole.
Land acquisition and title-clearing continues to be a challenge for most onshore installations in India, and the
reform of this sector is long overdue. Sourcing affordable debt finance remains a challenge. High interest rates
and limited availability of affordable debt are challenges for developers as well as OEMs in the country. Until
now, equity investors have filled the gap sufficiently, but there are limits, and having a healthy mix of debt and
equity will put projects in a stronger position.
Potential state-wise break-up of renewable energy target of 60,000 MW by 2022
State/union territories

Wind installation (MW)

Northern region
Rajasthan

8,600

Western region
Gujarat

8,800

Madhya Pradesh

6,200

Maharashtra

7,600

Southern region
Andhra Pradesh

8,100

Telangana

2000

Karnataka

6,200

Tamil Nadu

11,900

Other
(New States)

600

Total

60,000

Source: MNRE http://mnre.gov.in/fi le-manager/UserFiles/Tentative-State-wise-breakup-ofRenewable-Power-by-2022.pdf

(To be continued)

YAMAHA TEASES MOTOROID
ELECTRIC MOTORCYCLE AI FOR TOKYO
Yamaha has a bevy of tech that it plans on displaying at
the Tokyo Motor Show later this month, and one of the
more intriguing world premieres is the Yamaha MOTOROiD
concept.
A futuristic take on the motorcycling condition,
Yamaha’s MOTOROiD seems to be part motorcycle
and part pet dog, with the two-wheeler able to
recognize its owner and interact with them, like a living
creature.
This is because the Japanese brand boasts that it will use
artificial intelligence to bring people new experience of
“Kando” – the Japanese word for the simultaneous feelings
of deep satisfaction and intense excitement that we
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experience when we encounter something of exceptional
value.

The concept is certainly an interesting take on how humans interact with their motorcycles, perhaps taking the notion
that some motorcyclists perceive their motorcycle as having personality or character (usually when it decides not to
function quite properly).
The rest of
the machine
appears to
b
e
electrically
powered,
with a unique
chassis
design (note
the rethink on
t
h
e
telescoping
forks, and the
b o d y grabbing seat
for the rider).
The Yamaha
MOTOROiD
is outside-ofthe-box
thinking from
the Iwata
brand, and it
will
be
interesting to
see
the
reaction to
this concept
– both here
on Asphalt
& Rubber,
and also in
Japan.
Source: Yamaha
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RENEWABLE ENERGY INVESTMENT ACROSS INDIA GETS
USD 400 MILLION BOOST - YES BANK INITIATIVE
Expansion of renewable energy power generation
across India will be supported by a new
USD 400 million joint initiative backed by the European
Investment Bank and YES BANK, India’s 5th largest
private sector bank. YES BANK will manage the new
co-financing programme for construction of new solar
power plants and wind farms across the country.
The new USD 400 million private sector renewable energy
financing programme was announced in New Delhi today by
Donal Cannon, Head of the European Investment Bank
Representation to South Asia and ArunAgrawal, Group
President, International Banking, YES BANK. It will be
supported by USD 200 million from the European Investment
Bank, alongside financing from YES BANK, project
promoters and other financial institutions.
The 15 year USD 200 million EIB loan was approved by the
EIB Board of Directors on 12th December and financial
Mr. Rana Kapoor, MD & CEO
details of the new initiative are expected to be finalised in the
YES Bank
coming weeks.
The new financing programme will streamline financing for a range of renewable energy projects being built and
operated by leading Indian corporations and private sector developers. Eligible solar projects have already
been identified in the states of Rajasthan, Telangana, Maharashtra and Karnataka and additional wind and
solar projects are currently being examined.
“India and the European Union are committed to the Paris Agreement and tackling climate change. This new
USD 400 million initiative demonstrates the shared vision and commitment of both the European Investment
Bank and Yes Bank to increasing renewable energy power generation across India. This new financing programme
will make a significant contribution to harnessing wind power and solar energy to produce green energy, create
thousands of jobs during construction and strengthen technical and financial skills for the renewable energy
sector to expand.” said Andrew McDowell, European Investment Bank Vice President.
“The new cooperation between YES BANK and the European Investment Bank, demonstrates another
milestone in our leadership as India’s pre-eminent ‘Green Bank’. The highly successful transaction
showcases continued trust and enthusiasm of Global multilaterals and Finance Institutions in partnering
with YES BANK. With this transaction we remain well on track to achieve our commitment to finance
5,000 MW of RE made at the 1st RE-INVEST Summit in Feb 2015 and is also synchronous with our
COP 21 commitment of mobilizing USD 5 Bn for Climate Finance by 2020.” said Mr. Rana Kapoor,
Managing Director & CEO, YES BANK.
This new initiative is the first EIB cooperation with YES BANK, and represents the first support for renewable
energy in Asia with a commercial bank. This is also the longest tenor borrowing facility for YES BANK in the
international loan market. The European Investment Bank is the world’s largest international public bank,
owned directly by the 28 European Union member states and the largest lender for renewable energy investment
worldwide.
Last year the European Investment Bank provided EUR 19.6 billion for climate related investment worldwide.
In recent months the EIB has made new investment in sustainable transport in India, backing expansion of the
Bangalore and Lucknow Metro systems.
Economic growth without social program lets the great majority of people remain in poverty,
while a priviliged few reap the benefits of rising abundance.
- JOHN F. KENNEDY(1917-1963) 35th President of the USA
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WASTE MANAGEMENT – INDIAN CHALLENGE
The urban affairs ministry will soon launch star rating of cities on a scale of zero to seven (0-7) in its bid to push
cities to achieve “garbage free” status. The 10 parameters identified for rating the cities include percentage of
door-to-door collection of waste, segregation of garbage at source, cleaning public areas and waste treatment.

One of the parameters will be charging user fees and imposing penalties and spot fines for littering. The cities
will also get scores for enforcement of ban on using thin plastic. Daily sweeping including night sweeping will
also be a parameter for rating of cities. The ministry will issue the guidelines next month and to appraise city
managers it shared the main features of the new initiative last week with state government representatives.
“Like the SwachhSurvekshan ranking, competition will be the driving force in the star rating of cities
to get the ‘garbage free’ tag. The cities will get five and seven star rating only after third party
agencies certify them. For all ratings, citizens groups besides local municipal representatives will be
involved,” said a ministry official.
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Going by the parameters set by the Centre, it’s unlikely that any municipality in the country will qualify for five
and seven star ratings since they need to get 100% score in every identified targets. Considering that unlike in
rural areas where half the task is done by building toilets in cities filth, mounds of garbage dumps, littering and
open urination, the urban ministry guidelines has greater focus on installation of waste storage and litter bins.
Cities will be required to enforce bulk waste generators like hotels, restaurants and banquets have their own
waste treatment facility. To get the seven star rating cities will need to achieve quantifiable reduction in waste
generation on per capita basis.
India alone generate more than 1,00,000 metric tonnes of solid waste every day, which is higher than
many countries’ total daily waste generation taken together, Y S Chowdary, minister of state of science
and Technology said at an Assocham event held in New Delhi.
“Large metropolis such as Mumbai and Delhi generate around 9,000 metric tonnes and 8,300 metric tonnes of
waste per day, respectively. India suffers from inefficient and insufficient waste infrastructure and also from
increasing rates of solid waste generation per capita. Issues of service quality and waste quantity need to be
handled together. Besides, the infrastructure and technologies, we must also concede that we have not addressed
the issue from a systemic perspective,” said Chowdary, inaugurating an Assocham Conference on 5th national
conference and awards on waste to wealth.
Management of solid waste through collection, processing, transportation and disposal in India is the responsibility
of urban local bodies (ULBs). ULBs are responsible for segregated waste collection, transporting waste in
covered vehicle, processing, and recyclables, separating domestic hazardous waste and disposing inert material
in sanitary landfills.
But most ULBs in India struggle to provide efficient waste management services due to financial problems, lack
of infrastructure and technology, and a lack of involvement from the private sector and non-governmental
organisations.
“We all generate waste and we want the government to handle the waste generated by us. When I say that,
waste management is a totally public funded or government funded activity. This is not the case in many parts
of the world. That has to change, as the burden can’t be local government or urban local bodies,” said Chowdary.
Indian government has taken up a number of initiatives to augment the country’s waste management infrastructure.
Under the Jawaharlal Nehru Renewal Mission, the government of India funded 49 solid waste management
projects in various cities between 2006 and 2009.
Waste or Resource? Facts at a glance
¾ About 0.1 million tonnes of municipal solid waste is generated in India every day. That is approximately
36.5 million tonnes annually.
¾ Per capita waste generation in major Indian cities ranges from 0.2 Kg to 0.6 Kg.
¾ Difference in per capita waste generation between lower and higher income groups range between 180
to 800 gm per day.
¾ The urban local bodies spend approximately Rs.500 to Rs.1500 per tonne on solid waste for collection,
transportation, treatment and disposal. About 60-70% of this amount is spent on collection, 20-30% on
transportation and less than 5% on final disposal.
¾ Calorific value of Indian solid waste is between 600 and 800 Kcal/Kg and the density of waste is between
330 and 560 Kg/m3.
¾ Waste collection efficiency in Indian cities ranges from 50% to 90%.
¾ Out of the total municipal waste collected, on an average 94% is dumped on land and 5% is composted.

DOUBLE-GLAZED SOLAR PANELS:
NEW APPROACH TO SOLAR ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Upon acknowledging that at present, the improvement of solar cell’s efficiency has already reached its maximum
with only gradient increases if any, the two physicists from the University of Warwick, Coventry took the
works of Einstein and Tesla as inspiration and came up with a new design of solar panels – double-glazin.
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The proposed solar panel design of Dr. Gavin Bell and
Dr. Yorck Ramachers is fundamentally similar with a
double-glazed window, which is composed of two glass
layers and the space between them is filled with an inert
gas.
Whereas existing solar panels use vacuum as the filler
between two layers, the new design uses an inert gas as
the filler, acting as an additional insulation. Replacing the
vacuum with gas could make manufacturing cost lower.
How does the double-glazed solar panel work? When
the sunlight strikes it, electrons are ejected from the
photocathode, which is the inner layer applied with a
special coating that releases those electrons during a
radiation. These free electrons then transcend through the
inert gas, argon in this case, and finally collected by the transparent outer layer
that conducts electricity.
“It’s satisfying to find a new twist on ideas dating back to the start of the 20th
century, and as a materials physicist it is fascinating to be looking for materials
which would operate in an environment so different to standard photocathodes,”
Dr. Bell states.
Double Glazing Technique
The scientists are hopeful that they have just initiated a new path for improving
solar panels, especially by materials engineers. “Our device is radically
different from standard photovoltaics, and can even be adapted for other
green technologies such as turning heat directly into electricity, so we
hope this work will inspire new advances.”
Although the physicists consider a thin diamond film is a very good candidate, they have not yet established the
photocathode’s optimum composition. They also recommend that the photocathode’s transparency is made
variable to make it applicable to solar windows.
“We think the materials challenge is really critical here so we wanted to encourage the materials science community
to get creative,” Dr. Bell says.

KAKINADA PLANS FOR TAPPING
5 MW SOLAR POWER THROUGH ROOFTOPS
Kakinada, Dec 27(UNI) The Kakinada Smart City Corporation Limited has initiated steps to generate
5 MW solar power through solar panels installing on rooftops of various government office buildings.
The Board of Director of the Corporation at its meeting here on Wednesday with District Collector Kartikeya
Mishra in the chair has discussed the project threadbare, which was planned under Public Private Partnership
(PPP) mode. The Corporation has already entered Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) for 1.2 MW and
agreements are ready for another 0.82 MWs. Plans are underway for the utilization of the balance of 3 MWs.
Mr Mishra has suggested to officials to study the present power utility, power generation for effective
implementation of the project. He wanted them to discuss with the officials of various departments on the
availability of roof top space for installation of the solar panels besides their power requirement.
Mr. Mishra further directed the officials to identify the suitable land for establishing sewage treatment plant
under smart city works to be taken up with Rs.10.46 Crore funds earmarked. Other vital issues discussed at
the meeting included setting up of Bio-methanation plan, formation of model smart road in the city, constitution
of different committees and finalization of corporation accounts. It was also decided to constitute a coordination
committee with members of line departments like Municipal Corporation, APEPDCL, Railways, NREDCAP,
Port, APSRTC, National Highways, Roads and Buildings, Bhagyanagar gas Limited, Police and Telecom
operators for implementing various smart city projects.
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TOWARDS A SOLAR BASELOAD
Recently it’s become fashionable to talk about the disruption brought on by the powerful combination of falling
renewable energy and battery prices. In fact, it’s fast becoming conventional wisdom that energy markets
worldwide are about to be drastically reshaped. As anybody familiar with Younicos knows, it was precisely this
notion that storage in general – and batteries in particular – would be a crucial driver of the transformative
potential of renewables. That conclusion led us to investigate just what sort of technologies and business
models would be needed.
Ten years later, a number of business models are emerging. Many will become reality. However, the combination
of utility-scale PV and batteries to provide a new kind of solar base-load is what excites us at the moment.
Why?
Disruptive price trend
For a start, there’s the obviously disruptive price trend for both solar PV and battery storage. This year we saw
PV record chasing record with prices as low as US$0.07 per kilowatt-hour in India. Even if not all places are
as sunny, recent German utility scale tenders have dropped as low as EUR0.085 - even in cloudy northern
Europe.
Add to that Tesla’s promise to sell “naked” lithium-ion batteries at US$250 per kWh at utility scale, which
implies about US$500 for a plug-and play system complete with the latest software and controls. Over the
battery system’s lifetime, that translates to a levelised cost of storage of US$0.15 per kilowatt-hour – or less.
As it’s neither economical nor necessary to store every kilowatt-hour of solar energy, particularly at a cost of
only a few cents, sensible investors will choose to install (significantly) more solar than storage. Storing about
a third to a quarter of all kilowatt-hours produced by a given PV power plant will suffice to smooth intermittent
generation so as to provide predictable, and thus tradable, energy blocks during the day – as well as at night,
when consumption is much lower in any case. Add it all up and you reach about EUR0.12 - for dispatchable
solar base-load.
But doesn’t the same math pencil out for distributed (residential) solar plus storage? Well, we think many
business models will flourish, but we’re convinced that there’s particular scaling potential in utility-scale solar
plus storage.
Utility-scale is closer to competitive edge than residential
Residential PV plus storage is exciting, too, but demand here does not have the same price sensitivity as the
utility case and thus won’t grow quite as rapidly as prices fall. Of course, economic considerations are certainly
also important in the residential case, but not quite as much. High prices will deter some people from making an
investment, but the primary motive for getting rooftop solar plus storage is the seemingly universal desire to
become “independent”, even if all of these homes, very sensibly, still rely on the grid for final backup.
On the other hand, co-located utility-scale solar and storage will exploit economies of scale through better
location, as well as lower investment and financing costs. It’s also better suited to tap into the
Swiss-Army-knife-like versatility of storage by exploiting various revenue streams for the provision of system
services, whereas residential customers will have to add the cost of being grid connected to their calculation.
Finally, utility-scale solar PV and battery storage has a seemingly endless market to exploit. While
increasingly attractive in already industrialised energy economies, it has even more to offer in
fast-growing markets with rapidly rising energy needs, but poor infrastructure. Rather than build
large and expensive thermal power plants that will only pay back over 30 years, along with the
centralized grid infrastructure to match, why not spend months and put in place a clean solar-powered
grid, backed up efficiently by batteries that also stabilize the grid far more effectively than inflexible
thermal units?
“India is the cradle of the human race, the birthplace of human speech,
the mother of history, the grandmother of legend and the great
grandmother of tradition. Our most valuable and most
constructive materials in the history of man are
treasured up in India only” - MARK TWAIN
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ENERGY, ELECTRICAL ENERGY AND
RENEWABLE ENERGY – 5
Sustainable Growth, Sustainable Electrical Energy and Renewable Energy:
Waste to Energy
Energy from Biomass has the advantage that it can provide “Firm” Energy of continuous nature for long durations
of months and years provided the Fuel Supply Chains are organized and maintained and as seen earlier, with all
the types of Biomass considered and all kinds of wastes included, substantial quantities of Biomass are generated
and the challenges are Supply Chain and Storage.
Another advantage is that the remains after extraction of Energy from Biomass, either through Bio Chemical or
Thermo Chemical Processes, can be processed further for use as Manure or Fertilizer.
Biomass to Electricity
In the past 2, 3 decades, efforts in India to generate Electricity from Biomass, at a reasonable scale of MW size
plants, were focused to the use of woody Biomass, either moisture free or with a small percentage of moisture.
There are also successful plants using other easily combustible Biomass like Rice Husk etc.

7.5 MV Biomass based Power Plant at Sipcot Industrial Complex,
Pudukottai Dist, Tamilnadu
Problems started when the woody biomass availability shrunk and their
prices also went up steeply, making the Power Generation uneconomical.
Presently there are attempts to grow Energy Plantations to provide Biomass
for the Power Plants. Co Generation Plants in Sugar Mills are also Biomass
Power Plants which are all working well in many parts of India.
Co Generation Plants use Bagasse generated after crushing the Sugar
cane, as fuel, but here again the use of Bagasse as fuel for burning in
Boilers is being re looked as use of Bagasse for “Paper Making” provides
better value. In fact quite a few of the Sugar Mills in Tamilnadu are using
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Coal instead of Bagasse for Co Generation and the Bagasse being used by Tamilnadu News Print Limited
(TNPL) as raw material for paper making.

30 MW Cogen Power Plant at Sahakarmaharshi Bhausaheb Thorat
Sahakari Sakhar Karkhana Ltd., Sangamner, Maharashtra.

There are successful efforts of Power Generation using Bio Gas produced from Bio Chemical processing of
Biomass like animal and poultry wastes etc, but here again there are problems of scaling up as well as cost of
power generated etc.
Considering the various kinds wastes (Biomass) that are available and are being generated continuously in very
large quantities, requiring disposal as well as providing opportunity for Power Generation, there seems to be a
huge potential available. It is possible that running costs and costs of Power Generated could be low as the
Fuel Costs per Ton could be low. Potential to Generate Power in 1000s of MWs can be real provided we can
get appropriate Technological Solutions to address use of these “Difficult to use” Biomass.
We will examine some of the Technologies that are developed over the past decade or so in many countries of
the World and are being used successfully and they can prove to very valuable to us and to the World, as we
seem to have availability of very huge quantities of wastes and Biomass.
Biomass to Electricity – Technology Challenges
The Technology must be able find solution to handle mixed and difficult to burn fuels – not uniform like coal or
wood
It will be very good and cost effective if the Technology can ensure complete combustion or gasification of fuels
even with ‘High Moisture’ content
The Technology should also be able to ensure efficient combustion preferably with least preparation of
fuel – like bulk loading, for example.
The Technology must preferable address use of mixed fuels and different fuels at ease with least time for
adjustments etc.
Combustion:
Combustion is one of the most important “Thermo Chemical” processes of Power Generation, in particular for
Biomass, more particularly for ‘Difficult Biomass’. Most of the Electrical Power in India is generated through
combustion of Coal at present and when it comes to Power Generation using Biomass, the main challenges are
in Combustion and Heat Transfer and Production of Steam. After this stage, the processes involving Turbines
and Generators are not very different compared to Coal fired Power Stations.
Biomass combustion technology development – It is all about chemical details and complete combustion
Biomass fuels differ in many ways from the conventional fossil fuels used in combustion processes, such as
coal. They often have high moisture contents, lower heating values, and a variety of minor constituents, such as
chlorine, sulfur, phosphorus, nitrogen, and a variety of ash-forming metals. These special properties of biomass
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fuels cause several challenges, but in many cases also provide advantages, to their use in combustion processes.
Design of the combustion devices and choice of their operating parameters are very dependent on the detailed
properties of the biomass fuel or fuels to be used. Often these challenges are connected to the chemistry of the
many minor constituents or impurities of the fuels.
The technology must address such issues and details related to biomass combustion processes. The technology
can also focus on medium and large, industrial scale combustion technologies for biomass and biomass derived
waste fuels for power production. Areas to be addressed by the technology are biomass particle conversion
and biomass char oxidation reactivity, nitrogen and sulfur reactions in furnaces, super heater fouling and corrosion
due to biomass ashes, low-temperature corrosion and other related issues. The advances in understanding
chemical details and difficulties of biomass combustion have strongly contributed to the development of more
reliable and efficient boiler technologies finding solutions for simultaneous combustion of several different
biomasses and so on.
Developments revolve around Combustion Grate - Some of the “Special Grates” Developed
Reviewing some of the successful technologies and developments, it is seen that attention is given largely to
‘Grate’ design providing large area and moving and vibrating design, preferably broken up to 2 or 3 stages,
providing different speeds for the moving grates to ensure complete and efficient combustion.

(To be continued)
S. Mahadevan, B.E., F.I.E., M.B.A.,
Consultant,
Energy and Energy Efficiency,
Mobile: 98401 55209
“Many of the advances in the sciences that we consider today to have been made in Europe
were in fact made in India centuries ago”. – GRANT DUFF, British Historian
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POWER PRICES GO NEGATIVE IN GERMANY DUE
TO AN EXCESS OF RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
Germany has invested an estimated 200 billion Euros
over the past two decades to promote the production
of cleaner electricity, with over a third of the country’s
energy production coming from renewable sources
in 2016. While this may sound like a good thing, it
does introduce problems for the electricity market,
issues that have to be resolved to make energy grids
based on renewable energy sources more viable.
The energy prices became negative in Germany,
with unseasonably warm weather and an
abundance of wind power causing an
oversupply of electricity. Having too much electrical power is not a good thing, as it disrupts the balance
of the power grid and can even cause appliances to break or damage the network to cause power
outages. The electricity that is delivered to the grid needs to go somewhere, which means that in an
oversupply situation users can be paid to utilise the grid’s excess energy.
Energy prices go negative to encourage consumers to consume more electricity and force energy suppliers to
invest in more flexible infrastructure. Nuclear and coal power plants cannot be simply turned off, with both
requiring lengthy and costly startup times and run down times, making it easier and cheaper to provide electricity
at a loss. The potential for negative electricity prices makes the investment in energy storage systems more
economical for suppliers, allowing Germany’s power grid to more naturally adapt to the changing market.
In Germany prices have gone negative over 100 times in 2017, showcasing the need for power storage solutions
within a nation’s power grid when using renewable energy sources. There are several solutions to this problem,
be it the use of energy storage solutions like a large battery bank or a pumped hydro station, where water is
pumped into an uphill reservoir when electricity is oversupplied to later run downhill through generators to offer
cheap power when required. Another alternative is to create a system where consumers are notified when
electricity is cheap and plentiful to encourage citizens to use their washing machines and other appliances to
alleviate the issue.
As the world moves away from fossil fuels, energy storage will become increasingly important when managing
a nation’s power grid, forcing suppliers to invest in new technologies to prepare the world for a future where
renewables can be a dominant energy source.
One thing to note here is that Germany’s electricity prices have only increased in recent history, with
electric bills coming with a lot of taxes and fees to fund the development of the country’s power grid
and finance renewable energy incentives. Negative power pricing does lower the average German
power bill; it doesn’t pay customers for using electricity directly.

HUMOUR
At School
Mother: “How was school today, Patrick?”
Patrick: “It was really great mum! Today we made
explosives!”
Mother: “Ooh, they do very fancy stuff with you these
days. And what will you do at school tomorrow?”
Patrick: “What school?”

The farmer says, “Sure, go right ahead. And if my bull
sees you, you’ll even catch the 4:11 one.”

Jumping
Can a kangaroo jump higher than a house?
Of course, a house doesn’t jump at all.
Diagnosis
Doctor: “I’m sorry but you suffer from a terminal illness
Catching the Train
and have only 10 to live.”
A man asks a farmer near a field, “Sorry sir, would Patient: “What do you mean, 10? 10 what? Months?
you mind if I crossed your field instead of going around Weeks? !”
it? You see, I have to catch the 4:23 train.”
Doctor: “Nine.”
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LOVELY PROFESSIONAL UNIVERSITY

Left to right – Naresh Mittal (Vice chairman)
Ashok Mittal (Presient)
Ramesh Mittal (Chairman)

Lovely Professional University (LPU) is spread over
600 acres at the entry of Jalandhar city with over
25000 students with hostel accommodation for 18,000
students.
In India, entrepreneurship miracles are happening and one
among them is: LPU. Baldev Raj Mittal, an Army canteen
contractor decided to become a tiny entrepreneur by
opening Lovely Ladoo Shop, Jalandhar. He focused on
quality and keeping his promises to his employees and his
customers. Over the years he got so profitable that he and
his three sons, Ramesh, Naresh and Ashok got dealerships

ENTREPRENEUR

of Maruti and Bajaj. Ashok Mittal is the man behind
the evolution of LPU which is the largest University
in the country, in the context of number of students
in a single campus spread over 600 acres of lush
green area. Mittal has been honoured with
“Punjab Gaurav” award by Shri Shivraj Patil,
the Honourable Governor of Punjab for the path
breaking changes that he has brought in the realm
of higher education in the state. Recently, LPU has
been awarded with the “Best Emerging
University of Asia” at Singapore and has been
awarded as Indian Emerging Power Brand in
Dubai. With a never-ending zeal to improvise,
Mittal has strived to arrange for the best of
everything that goes into the making of a really
World class University – be it infrastructure,
faculty, curriculum, pedagogy or facilities for overall
development of students. LPU followed the
concept of quality and made themselves a winning
proposition to form professional associations with
several universities abroad – UK, US, Australia,
Canada, Brazil, Singapore, Malaysia, Poland,
Ghana – exchange of students and faculty. This
enables students to get exposure outside India.
They focused on its faculty by getting best of
teacher including 100+ IITians. It has attracted
students from more than 20 countries and 26 states
because it provides intercontinental and culturally
diverse atmosphere. LPU operates on the
American system of grading and has also
introduced the US system of open credit to its
students to provide them opportunity to explore
additional fields of their interest apart from the
core field. More than 300 global Super-Brands
& leading companies visited the LPU and hired
about 6,000 students.

HUMOUR
Catching fish...
Two buddies are fishing, but they haven’t caught
anything all day. Then, another fisherman walks
by with a huge load of fish. They ask him “excuse
me, but where did you get all those fish?”
The other fisherman replies,” If you just go down
the stream until the water isn’t salty, there are a
ton of hungry fish.”
They thank him and go on their way. 15 minutes
later, one fisherman says to the other “fill the bucket
up with water and see if the water is salty.”
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He dips the bucket in the stream and drinks some. “Nope.
Still salty.” 30 minutes later, he asks him to check again.
“Nope, still salty.” One hour later they check again. “Nope.
Still salty.”
“This isn’t good,” the fisherman finally says. “We have been
walking for almost two hours and the water is still salty!”
“I know,” says the other. “And the bucket is almost empty!”
HR Interview...
The best answer to the question asked in an interview,
“Where do you see yourself in 5 years’ time?” . . .
“In the mirror as always . . “
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tpag;G+l;Lk; ,e;jpah - 4
kpfg; nghpa nfhy;fj;jh Mykuk;!
Mykuk;jhd; ,e;jpahtpd; Njrpa kuk;. ek; ehl;by; cs;s Mykuq;fspy; kpfg; nghpaJ
nfhy;fj;jh Mr;rhHa [jfP~; re;jpuNgh]; ,e;jpaj; jhtutpay; Njhl;lj;jpy; ,Uf;fpwJ.
270 Vf;fhpy; gue;J tphpe;Js;s ,e;jj; Njhl;lk;> fp.gp 1786-y; fpof;fpe;jpa fk;ngdpapy;
Ntiy nra;j fHdy; mnyf;rhz;lH fpl; vd;gtuhy; cUthf;fg;gl;lJ. Rje;jpuk; milAk;tiu
‘fk;ngdp Njhl;lk;’ vd;Nw mioj;J te;jdH. Rje;jpuj;Jf;Fg; gpwNf ,e;jpaj; jhtutpay;
G+q;fhthfg; ngaH khw;wk; nra;ag;gl;lJ.

12>000 tif jhtuq;fs; ,q;Nf cs;sd.
d Ie;J fz;lq;fspy; ,Ue;J nfhz;Ltug;gl;l
mhpa jhtuq;fSk; ,Uf;fpd;wd. tpjtpjkhd %q;fpy; kuq;fs;> gid kuq;fs;> MHfpl; G+
tiffs;> kpfg; nghpa ,iyfisf; nfhz;l tpf;Nlhhpah mNkNrhdpfh my;yp Nghd;wtw;iw
,q;Nf kl;Lk;jhd; ghHf;f KbAk;. ,t;tsT jhtuq;fs; ,q;Nf ,Ue;jhYk; kf;fisg;
nghpjhf <Hg; g J nghpa Mykuk; j hd; !
,e;j Mykuk; 18>918 r.kP. gug;gsTf;Fg; gue;J tpupe;Js;sJ! kpf caukhd fpis 25 kPl;lH
eP s khdJ. MrpahtpNyNa ,J kpfg; nghpa kuk; vd; W fzpf; f g; g l; L s; s J. 3800f; F k;
Nkw;gl;l tpOJfs; ,e;j kuj;ijj; jhq;fp epw;fpd;wd.. ,e;j kuk; R+hpa ntspr;rk; fpilf;Fk;
fpof;F jpirapNyNa tsHe;Jnfhz;L nry;fpwJ. J}uj;jpypUe;J ghHf;Fk;NghJ mlHe;j
fhLNghy; Njhw;wk; mspf;fpwJ. mUNf nrd;W ghHf;Fk; NghJjhd; ,J xNu xU kukhf
,Ug; g J njhpfpwJ. ,e; j kuj; i j ghHg; g jw; f hfNt cyfk; KOtjpYkpUe; J kf; f s;
tUfpd; w dH. gj; j hapuj; J f; F k; mjpfkhd kf; f s; ,e; j kuj; j pd; epoypy; mkHe; J
,isg; g hwyhk; !
“India is the cradle of the human race, the birthplace of human speech,
the mother of history, the grandmother of legend, and the great grandmother of tradition.
Our most valuable and most constructive materials in the history of man
are treasured up in India only”. – MARK TWAIN
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Mykuj;jpd; taJ RkhH 250 tUlq;fs;. gj;njhd;gjhk; E}w;whz;ilr; NrHe;j gazpfs;
jq;fSila gazf; Fwpg;Gfspy; ,e;j kuj;ij gw;wp Fwpg;gpl;Ls;sdH.
1864> 1867-k; Mz;Lfspy; Vw;gl;l Gay;fshy; ,e;j kuj;jpd; eLg; gFjp Nrjkile;jJ. 51
mb Rw;wstpy; ,Ue;j ,e;j kuj;jpd; mbg; gFjpia 1925-k; Mz;L vLj;Jtpl;lhHfs;.
eLkuk; ,y;yhky; tpOJfshy;jhd; ,e;j kuk; epw;fpwJ. ,j;jid tUlq;fSf;Fg; gpwFk;
jdJ tpOJfis ,d;Dk; ngUf;fpf;nfhz;Nl ,Uf;fpwJ. mjdhy; ,jd; Rw;wsTk; gug;gsTk;
mjpfkhfpf;nfhz;Nl NghfpwJ. kuj;ijr; Rw;wp ghHg;gjw;fhf 330 kPl;lH Rw;wstpy; ghij
elkhLk; kuk; ’ vd; W
Nghlg; g l; L s; s J. kuk; tsHe; J nfhz; N l ,Ug; g jhy; ,ij ‘elkhLk;
miof;fpwhHfs;. gj;jhapuj;Jf;Fk; mjpfkhd kf;fs; ,jd; epoypy; mkHe;J ,isg;ghwyhk;
vd;why; mjd; gug;gsit cq;fshy; Cfpf;f Kbfpwjh!

Mykuj;ijg; guhkhpg;gjw;nfd;W jhtutpay; Muha;r;rpahsHfSk; CopaHfSk; cs;sdH.
kuj;jpy; G+Q;irNah> fiuahNdh tuhky; cd;dpg;ghfg; ghJfhf;fpd;wdH. kuj;jpypUe;J
tpOJfs; fPo;Nehf;fp ,wq;Fk;NghJ> ePz;l cNyhff; Foha;fSf;Fs; tpLfpwhHfs;. me;jf;
Foha;fs; G+kptiu nry;fpd;wd. G+kpapy; ,e;j tpOJfs; Cd;wpaTld; cNyhff; Foha;fis
mfw;wp tpLfpd;wdH. kpff; FWfpa fhyj;jpy; tpOJfs; G+kpapy; Cd;wp> tYthf khwptpLfpd;wd.
cyfpNyNa kpf mfz;l kuk; vd;w Gfo; ,e;j Mykuj;Jf;F cz;L. 2005-k; Mz;L
fpd; d ]; Gj; j fj; j pYk; ,e; j kuk; ,lk; ngw; W tpl; l J.
njhlHGf;F: Mk;G+H kq;ifaHfurp> mangai.teach@gmail.com
Courtesy: jp ,e; J > Njjp: 15.11.2017

Nfhgk;
Fog; g k;
Njhy; t p
ntw; w p

te; j NghJ
te; j NghJ
te; j NghJ
te; j NghJ
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thia %bf; n fhs; !
fz; f is %bf; n fhs; !
fhJfis %bf; n fhs; !
kdij %bf; n fhs; !
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Gujr; Ruq;fk; - 7
nfhOg;igf; Fiwf;Fk; gaW – jl;ilg;gapW
jl;ilg;gaW my;yJ fhuhkzp vd;wiof;fg;gLk; gaW
tif
tif> ekJ fpuhkq; f spy; kl; L ky; y hky; cynfq; F k;
gutyhfg; gaphplg;gLk;> mjpfk; gad;gLj;jg;gLk; xd;W
vd; w jfty; Mr; r hpakhf ,Uf; f yhk; . Mdhy; > mJ
mf; k hHf; cz; i k.

jl;ilg;gaiwj; jdpahfr; rhg;gpl;lhNy Ritahf ,Uf;Fk;.
JtHg;NghL ,dpg;Gk; fye;j RitAilaJ. jl;ilg;gaW
Rz; l y; > jl; i lg; g aW Gspf; F ok; g pd; jdpr; R it kpfg;
gpugyk;. jkpofj;jpy khrp> gq;Fdp khjq;fspy; nra;ag;gLk;
nfhOf;fl;ilfspYk; Nfusj;jpy; Rfpad;fspYk; krpf;fg;gl;l
jl;ilg;gaW NrHf;fg;gLfpwJ.
fWg; G f; fz;
jl;ilg;gawpd; mwptpay; rpw;wpdg; ngauhd unguiculata
vd;gjw;Fr; rpwpa tise;j efk; Nghd;wJ vd;W mHj;jk;.
,tw; w pd; kyH ,jo; f spd; fhk; G g; gFjpfs; > rpwpjhf
tise;jpUg;gNj ,e;jg; ngaUf;Ff; fhuzk;. jl;ilg;gaW
new; i w cilj; j hy; gaW gr; i rahf ,Uf; F k; . fha
itj;jhy; gOg;G epwj;Jf;Nfh> kq;fyhd kQ;rs; epwj;Jf;Nfh
khWk;. New;wpy; gaW xl;bAs;s gFjp> rpwpa fWg;Gf;
fz;izg; Nghd;wpUf;Fk;.
Mg;gphpf;fhtpy; cs;s rthdh fhLfspy; tsHe;J> czthf
gad; jUk; Kf;fpag; gaW tif ,J. Nkw;F
Mg; g phpf; f htpy; j hd; Kjypy; fhl; L g; gapHfspypUe; J
tay; n tsp gapuhf ,J khw; w g; g l; l J. kj; j pa fhdh
gFjpapy; 4000 Mz;LfSf;F Kd;dhy; ,J ele;jpUf;fyhk;.
mjd; gpwF> ,uz;lhtJ Kiwahfj; njd;fpof;F Mrpa
ehLfspy; gapuhf;fg;gl;bUf;f Ntz;Lk;. ,d;iwf;F Mrpah>
Mg;gphpf;fh> njw;F INuhg;gh> kj;jpa-njw;F mnkhpf;ff;
fz;lq;fspy; mjpfk; rhg;gplg;gLk; kpfTk; Kf;fpakhd
gaW tifahf cs;sJ.
twl;rpiaj; jhq;ff;$ba> ntg;gj;ijf; jhq;ff;$ba gapH
vd;gjhy; twz;l gFjpfs;> ntg;gkz;lyg; gFjpfspy;
gaphpl Vw;wJ. mJ kl;Lky;yhky; Nrhsk;> rpWjhdpaq;fs;>
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,Uq;FNrhsk;> fUk;G> gUj;jp
Mfpatw;Wf;F ,ilNa CLgapuhfTk;
,ijg; gaphplyhk; . jl; i lg; g awpd;
NkYiwia – jl;iliaf; fhy;eilj;
jPtdkhfTk; gad;gLj;jyhk;.
gad; g hL
rikg;gjw;F Kd; jl;ilg;gaiw 5-7
kzp Neuk; Cw itj;Nj gad;gLj;j
Ntz; L k; . ,ijr; Rz; l yhfNth>
krpj;Njh gad;gLj;jyhk;. Neubahf
kl;Lkpy;yhky; Kisfl;bAk;
gad;gLj;jg;gLfpwJ. rpwpjsT cg;G
NrHj;jhy; Rit $Lk;. ,ijg;
gad;gLj;jp Nlh/G> khT> rhyl;> R+g;
Nghd;witAk; nra;ag;gLtJ cz;L.
cSe;Jf;F khw;whf ,l;yp> Njhir
khtpy; jl; i lg; g aiwr; NrHj; J
miuj; J g; gad; g Lj; j yhk; . Rit
kpFe;J ,Uf;Fk;.
Cl; l r; r j; J
¾ jl;ilg;gawpy; ehHr;rj;J mjpfk;>
nfhy]; l ; u hiyf; Fiwf; f ,J
cjTfpwJ.
¾ ,iwr; r pf; F g; gjpyhf ,ijr;
rhg;gpl;L mjpfg; Gujj;ij clypy;
NrHj;Jf;nfhs;syhk;.
¾ clypd; ePHr; rkepiyiag;
guhkhpf; f > uj; j mOj; j j; i jf;
fl; L g; g hl; b y; itf; f > ,jaj;
Jbg;G rPuhf ,Uf;fj; jl;ilg;gaW
cjTk;.
¾ ngUk;ghyhd gaW tiffisg;
NghyNt> kz; z py; iel; u [d;
tsk; mjpfhpf;fj; jl;ilg;gaW
gapH cjTfpwJ. mjd; fhuzkhf
Cl; l r; r j; J k; ,jpy; mjpfk; .
fhy;rpak; 41 kp.fp.> /NghNyl; 356
ikf;Nuh fpuhk;> Gujk; 13 fpuhk;>
ehHr;rj;J 11 fpuhk;> itl;lkpd;
V cs;spl;l rj;Jfs; cs;sd.
¾ jl;ilg;gaW jhtuj;jpd; ,iy kpf
mjpfg;
Gujr;rj;ijAk;>
Cl;lr;rj;ijAk; nfhz;lJ.
mjdhy;
jl;ilg;gaiwg;
gr; i rahfg; gad; g Lj; J tijg;
NghyNt>
jl;ilg;gaW
,iyiaAk; rikj;Jr; rhg;gplyhk;.

njhpAkh?
,d;wsTk; Kjypy; gapuhf;fg;gl;l
jha;kz;zhd Mg;gphpf;ff; fz;lj;jpy;jhd;>
cyfpd; 66 rjtPjj; jl;ilg;gaW cw;gj;jp
nra; a g; g LfpwJ. jw; N ghJ xypk; g pf;
Nghl; b fs; eilngw; W f; n fhz; b Uf; F k;
gpNurpy; j hd; > cyfpy; jl; i lg; g aW
cw; g j; j papy; Kd; d zpapy; ,Uf; F k;
,uz;lhtJ ehL. mnkhpf;fhtpd; njw;F
khfhzq;fspy; Gj;jhz;L ehspy;
jl;ilg;gaiwr; rhg;gpLtJ> mjpH~;lj;ijf;
nfhz;LtUk; vd;gJ ek;gpf;if.
jl; i lg; g aW / fhuhkzp
Mq;fpyj;jpy;: Cowpea / Black – eyed Beans
(rpy ehLfspy;)
jhtutpay; ngaH: Vigna unguiculata

kUe; j hf...
jl;ilg;gaiwf; fha itj;Jg; nghb nra;J> kpjkhd
nte;ePhpy; fye;J Fbf;f tapw;Wg; Gz;fs; MWk;.
Nfhioia ntspNaw;Wk; jd;ik nfhz;lJ. tPhpa
tpUj;jpf;F Kisfl;ba jl;ilg;gaW Rz;liy Mz;fs;
rhg;gplyhk;.
jl;ilg;gaWf;Fg; G+Q;irj; njhw;iw mopf;Fk; jd;ik
(Anti-fungal) ,Ug;gjhf Ma;Tfs; njhptpf;fpd;wd. vjpH
Mf;]pfuzr; nra;ifAk; (Anti-oxidant) ,jw;F cz;L.
rpf;fpy; nry; mdPkpah vDk; Nehapy; ,jd; nray;ghL
Fwpj;J Muha;r;rp eilngw;Wf;nfhz;bUf;fpwJ.
Kf;fpakhd thAg; gjhHj;jk; vd;gjhy; kpsF/rPufk;
NrHj;Nj gad;gLj;j Ntz;Lk;. ,y;iynad;why; tapw;W
ke;jj;ij cUthf;Fk;. Kiwahfg; gad;gLj;Jk;NghJ
clYf;F kpFe;j typikiaf; nfhLf;ff; $baJ.
Courtesy: Mjp ts; s pag; g d; > jp ,e; J > 13.08.2016

*xNu
xNu vOj;jpy; Muk;gpf;Fk; thHj;ijfisf;
nfhz;L fij vOj KbAkh?
KbAkh?*
mfuj;jpy; XH ,uhkhazk;
,uhkhaz fij KOJk;> ‘m’ vd;W Muk;gpf;Fk;
thHj;ijfshy; tbtikf;fg;gl;Ls;sJ.
*,JNt
,JNt jkpopd; rpwg; G *
mde;jNd
mRuHfis
mopj;J>
md;gHfSf;F
mUs
mNahj;jp
murdhf
mtjhpj;jhd;.
mg;NghJ
mhpf; F
muzhf
murdpd;
mk;rkhf
mDkDk;
mtjhpj;jjhf
mwpfpNwhk;.
md;W
mQ; r id

mtdpf;F
mspj;j
md;gspg;G
my;yth
mDkd; ?
mtNd
mwptofd;>
md;gofd;>
md;gHfis
mutizj;J
mUSk;
mUl;nry;td;!
mNahj;jp
mlNyW>
mk;kpjpiy
muritapy;
murdp;d;
mhpatpy;iy
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mlf;fp>
md;Gk;
mlf;fKk;
mq;fq;fshf
mike; j
mofpia
mile; j hd; .
mhpaizapy;
mkUk;
mUfij
mz; z dhfpa
mde;juhkDf;Nf!
mg;gbapUf;f
me; N jh!
mf;ifNfap
mR+iaahy;
mNahj;jp
murDf;Fk;

mlq; f hky;
mepahakhf
mtid
muz;aj;Jf;F
mDg;gpdhs;.
mq;NfAk;
mghak; !
muf;fHfspd;
murd;>
md;idapd;
mofhy;
mwptpoe;J
mgiyia
mgfhpj;jhd;
me; j
mbahHfspy;
mUfijAs;s
md;gid
murdhf
mhpaizapy;
mkHj;jpdH.
mLj;J
md;idf;fhf
mt;thduH
midtUk;
mtdpapy;
mq;Fkpq;Fk;
miye;jdH>
myrpdH.
mDkd;>
miyfliy
myl;rpakhf
mbnaLj;J
mse;J
mf; f iuia
mile; j hd; .
mNrhfkuj;jpd;

mbapy;>
muf;fpfs;
maHe;jpUf;f
md; i dia
mbgzpe;J
mz;zypd;
milahskhfpa
mf; f izahopia
mtsplk;
mspj;jhd;
md;id
mDgtpj;j
mstw;w
mtjpfs;
mNefkhf
mize; j d.
md;idapd;
md;igAk;
mUshrpiaAk;
mf; f zNk
mile; j hd;
mDkd; .
mLj;J>
muf; f Hfis
mywbj;J>
mtHfspd;
muz;fis>
mfe; i jfis
mbNahL
mf;fpdpahy;
mopj;j
mDkdpd;
ml;lfhrk;>
mrhj;jpakhd
mjprhfrk;.
mde;juhkd;
miyflypd;

mjpgjpia
mlf;fp>
mjprakhd
mizia
mikj;J>
mf; f iuia
mile; j hd; .
muf;fd;
mj;jrKfid
mkhpy;
madpd;
m];jpuj;jhy;
mopj;jhd;.
mf;fpdpapy;
mauhky;
mHgzpj;j
md;id
mts;
mjp
mw; G jkha;
mz; z iy
mile; j hs; .
md;idAld;
mNahj;jpia
mile; J
mhpaizapy;
mkHe; J
mUspdhd;
mz; z y; .
mde;juhkdpd;
mtjhu
mUq;fij
mfuj;jpNyNa
mLf;fLf;fhf
mike; j Jk;
mDkdpd;
mUshNy.

*cyfpy; ve;j nkhopahYk; mirf;f Kbahj ek; jkpo;*
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TIRUKKURAL AND MANAGEMENT IN A ‘NUTSHELL’ - 58
In Management, particularly in
Marketing Management and
Services
Management,
‘People’ are very important.
People become one of the
important ‘P’s like ‘Product’,
‘Price’ and so on. There are 2
important concepts that
highlight the importance and
role of People concerned with
the whole operation of Business. “Everybody is
involved in Marketing’ is the concept to convey that
any person in the organization has a role to play to
create a Good impression about the organization
with all the external persons they come in contact in
course of their work. The concept that ‘Front line
Service Providers can set a Bomb to your Business’
conveys that any misdeed or misbehavior by them
can actually destroy your Business.
The Kural below brings out the essential qualities in
the Leader to build and nurture the members of the
organization.
Aalvinaiyum Aanra Arivum Enairandin
Neel Vinaiyal Neelum Kudi
Kural 1022
Ms;tpidAk; Md;w mwpTk; vd,uz;bd;
ePs;tpidahy; ePSk; Fb.
Fws; 1022

“Manly exertions and sound understanding; it is the
fullness of these two that exalteth the organization
(family)”
The Kural below brings out the importance of choosing
and nurturing people of Good Character and Duty
Consciousness in your organization.
Kadanenba Nallavai Ellam Kadan Arinthu
Sandranmai Merkol bavarkku
Kural 981
fld;vd;g ey;yit vy;yhk; fld;mwpe;J
rhd;whz;ik Nkw;nfhs; gth;f;F
Fws; 981
“Behold the men that know their duties and want to
cultivate Worth in themselves; everything that is
Good will be a duty in their eyes”
Tiruvalluvar terms the ‘Bad People’ as KAYAVAR and
one of the many Kurals chosen below will convey the
urgency of identifying such persons and getting rid of
them.
Sollap payanpaduvar Sandror; Karumbupol
Kollap payanpadum Keezh
Kural 1078
nrhy;yg; gad;gLth; rhd;Nwhh;; fUk;GNghy;
nfhy;yg; gad;gLk; fPo;
Fws; 1078
“The Worthy can be commanded by a simple word;
but, like a sugarcane, the low can be made to give
only by a sound thrashing”

HOME FESTIVALS - 3
gq;Fdp - Panguni (March/April)

This month brings the popular
nine-day festival of Ram
Navami, celebrating the
birthday of Lord Rama, an
incarnation of Lord Vishnu.
When the full moon rises, Vishnu
in the form of Satyanarayana is
worshiped before a decorated
kumbha pot with a branch of
mango leaves placed in its mouth
and a coconut on top. Rice is
spread on banana leaves and the
sacred vessel is completed with a
tray of fruits, flowers an betel
leaves and nuts. This month is also
known for Sita’s marriage to
Rama. King Janaka, Dasaratha
and priests surround the sacred
fire, as Sita garlands Rama in
Janaka’s royal palace.
(To be continued)
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